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Why Integrate Evolutionary and Functional Aspects in Bird Studies in Converted Habitats?
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Birds represent one of the most well-known and
studied groups in the world, but the demand for new

respond in one way or another to the conversion of
habitats.

knowledge and approaches is increasing. The need for

Thus I emphasize the importance of local

deepening is evident. Studies involving the evolutionary

studies, as well as global studies within this worrisome

history of communities and species shed more and

theme

more light on the organization of communities and

conservation of the biodiversity of birds in the world.

processes. The increasing increase in conversion of

Studies of communities based on evolutionary and

native habitats and their effects on birds increases

functional

around the world, often with detrimental effects on

conservation because they allow the identification of

communities [2,4]. However, some studies have shown

species with unique traits and may be important to

that conversion of native habitats is not necessarily

understand

detrimental to avifauna [1,5]. So I emphasize the

functioning in converted areas [3,6]. I hope in this

importance of not only taxonomic studies, but studies

regard that the publication of JIO contributes to the

that involve the question evolution of species and also

growth of ornithological science in the world and meets

aspects

related

to

species

traits

(i.e.

that

is

the

diversity

the

conversion

may

effect

of

be

of

habitats

important

changes

in

and

tools

for

ecosystem

functional

the need to spread knowledge about different topics

diversity) and their relation with the conversion of

within ornithology. In addition, we hope the journal will

native habitats. We know that each species is unique

be a form of encouraging scientific research and a link

and the greater the amount of information about

between academia and public agencies linked to

species, whether evolutionary or morpho-ecological

research and conservation, encouraging a critical and

traits, we will have increasingly refined answers and we

creative view on the challenges within ornithology and

will be able to understand how and why species

bird conservation. Finally, we hope that the consistency
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of the set of published articles contributes to the
expansion of their knowledge and their professional
improvement. That is why we are pleasure to deliver the
first edition of the Journal and invite you to submit your
papers. Long life wishes to JIO!
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